Ramayana

Nayantara Duttachoudhury
Sage Vishvamitra with Rama and Lakshmana
Rama breaking Shiva’s bow
Rama and Sita's Wedding
Rama, Sita and Lakshmana begin their Exile
Rama cuts Shurpanakha’s nose
Introducing: Ravana!
The villain of the story
Ravana takes Sita away
Rama and Lakshmana meet Hanuman in Kiskindha
Hanuman gives Sita hope
BUT! Ravana catches Hanuman 😞

PS: Hanuman is awesome. Never forget that!
Stone bridge to cross to Lanka
The Great Battle: Rama slays Ravana

Of course. :P
Ayodhya welcomes Rama and Sita
Happy Diwali Everyone!